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It is, therefore, not identical with it and as a rule does not depend
upon it in the process of the perception of printed words representing
objects easily visualized.

Dr. Tolman's paper confirms this very important fact. At the
same time it presents no absolutely conclusive proof of subjects
who constitute an exception to the rule. It is quite possible,
however, that some subjects will be found capable of distinguishing
between meaning and imagery, in whom the development of images
is so rapid that their mental pictures will usually precede their
simple unanalyzed meanings. Such a fact would be significant in
the study of types of individuals, but would have little bearing on
the more theoretical problem of the existence of imageless thought.

THOMAS VERNER MOORE
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA

SOME EXPERIMENTS IN MOTOR REPRODUCTION OF
VISUALLY PERCEIVED FORMS.

Some little time ago I had occasion to observe experimentally
certain cursive figures of an unusual type while engaged in an ex-
periment along lines quite different from that of the experiment
here reported. These figures were presented by means of the
Whipple tachistoscope. They were to be learned by means of
frequent repetitions, so that they could be reproduced with pencil
on paper. The experiment had to do with the relative advantages
of learning figures by means of copies in strong relief traced by the
fingers of blindfolded subjects, and by means of copies of similar
figures exposed to visual perception by the tachistoscope. I acted
as a subject for both forms of learning, and had opportunities to
observe closely other subjects at work.

Early in the course of this experiment I became interested in the
fact that the behavior of the subject at the time of attempting to
reproduce the figure was an important factor in determining the
accuracy of the reproduction. I found it to be true of myself, and
it seemed to be true of other subjects, that if one watched what he
was doing while attempting to make the reproduction it seldom
happened that the result was as satisfactory as if the reproducing
was done with eyes shut or averted. After casual inspection I
found that practically all the subjects concerned were far more
satisfied that their reproductions resembled the model closely when
these reproductions were made without the subjects seeing what
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they were doing. The point seemed to me to be of sufficient interest
to warrant some investigation.

One may have a pretty definite idea of just what he wishes to
draw, and may take his pencil in hand with absolute certainty that
he will draw it quickly and easily. But as he draws it his eyes
follow the outline being reproduced. Does the sight of what he is
drawing aid him in completing the figure accurately? Or do the
visual perceptions interfere with and destroy the guiding memory
images? It is to be understood that the figure which serves as
model is not in sight during the reproducing process.

The problem finally assumed the following form: "If one is
reproducing on paper an outline which he has just memorized what
effect does the visual perception given by the figure in process of
being reproduced exert on the visual or kinaesthetic images which
are directing the process?"

A series of figures was made which could be presented on the
tachistoscope. It was not particularly easy to find figures which
were sufficiently new to really require memorization. It would not
do to have the figures so made that one could easily describe them
to himself in terms of association with other forms or objects. We
had recourse to the Arabic alphabet, and, by adaptation and
combination, constructed therefrom several figures suitable for our
use. There were ten of these figures finally selected, and they were
arranged in two groups of five each. In each group these figures
were arranged in order of difficulty; or rather, we attempted so to
arrange them. We did not discover any principles which would
give an adequate measure of difficulty, and were forced to be content
with arranging them according to the general complexity of the
figures, their number of curves, loops and line crossings. We were
careful to vary the order of presentation of the figures so that if any
were markedly harder than others that fact would not influence the
results in one direction more than another.

There were two methods of reproducing the figures after they
were learned. In the first method, hereafter called the "sight"
method, the subject would watch what he was doing while drawing
the figure. In the second or "blind" method a screen was inter-
posed between the eyes of the subject and the paper so that he would
not see what he was doing while trying to draw the remembered
figure.

The following directions were given to subjects before reacting
according to the sight method:
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Fixate cross. Observe the figure which appears, and after the smallest possible
number of exposures draw it on the paper in front of you. Try to get both direction
of turns and general proportions of figure correct.

Subjects about to react according to the blind method were
instructed as follows:

Fixate cross. Observe the figure which appears^ and after the smallest possible
number of exposures draw it on the paper in front of you, but keep eyes on the screen
between you and the paper while you are drawing it. Try to get both direction of
turns, and general proportions of figure correct.

One half of the subjects followed first the sight method on one set
of figures, and then the blind method on the other set of figures.
The other half of the subjects used the blind method first and then
the sight method. In half the cases the figures used for the sight
process were those of Set I., and in the other cases the figures were
those of Set II. So that it is true that the same figures were some-
times used for reproduction with sight and sometimes without sight.
Also, the same set was at times presented first, and sometimes second.
It does not seem that the results could have been influenced by any
possible differences in difficulty between individual figures, nor that
any possible practice effect was exerted on one reproducing process
more than another.

The exposure time averaged 65/1001 of a second in length. The
subject was told that he could have as many exposures as he wished,
but was urged to request as few as possible. It was made very
plain that he must make every effort to keep the number of exposures
few in number.

There were twenty subjects. All but one were students in
Oberlin College, the exception being an instructor in economics. All
but three were taking courses in the psychological laboratory. The
exceptions were the instructor just mentioned, and two students who
had had a good deal of training in art. The fact that they had done
practical work in drawing suggested that their inclusion in the list
of subjects might furnish some interesting variations in results.
In point of fact their reactions were in no respect different from
those of the other subjects.

1 The working time of the Whipple tachistoscope varies quite a good deal, but this
was the average time. In the tachistoscope in the Oberlin laboratory we have replaced
the usual cardboard discs with light metal (ordinary sheet tin) discs, and we time the
length of exposure by means of two make-and-break contacts, so arranged that when
the disc revolves a circuit is broken at the point at which the exposure begins. This
circuit is remade when the disc reaches the place at which the exposure is completed.
A magnetic marker is arranged in series with these contacts. This method may leave
something to be desired from the physical standpoint, but, after all, it furnishes one
with some real information concerning the exposure time.
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Eleven subjects used the sight method of reproduction for the
figures of Set I., and the blind method for Set II. Nine subjects
used Set II. for the sight method, and Set I. for the blind method. It
was merely accidental that there were not ten subjects in each •
group.

When the time came to sum up the result of the trials, it was
necessary to find some method of determining the relative accuracy
of the figures as reproduced. No completely satisfactory method of
measuring occurred to me and I finally arranged arbitrary principles
of scoring, and applied them to all the figures alike. The rules
which governed the scoring were as follows:

1. Score 1 for each exposure required for learning.
2. Score 1 for a curve in the wrong direction.
3. Score I for very great error in the proportion of parts.
4. Score 1 for the insertion of any marked alteration.

- 5. Score I for omission of an essential part of figure.
(Do not score 2 if an essential omission has been part of the result of a curve in the

wrong direction.)

It can be seen that on this scheme the lowest score is the best,
that there can be no score lower than one, and that there is no
maximum score. It should also be noted that the number of ex-
posures required plays an important part in the final score.

The total score made by the twenty subjects when seeing what
they were drawing was 381. This gives an average of 19.05 for
each person, or of 38.1 for each figure.

The total score made by the twenty subjects when drawing
without seeing what they were drawing was 326, an average of
16.3 for each person, and 32.6 for each figure.

It may be objected that the number of exposures should not have
counted in the summing up of the results. Some of the subjects may
have asked for more exposures than they needed, or might have
made equally good reproductions with fewer exposures than they
actually requested. I feel that the number of exposures must have
had some effect upon the accuracy of reproduction, though I am not
quite satisfied with the particular method used for exposing the
figures, that is, by means of the tachistoscope. But if we sum up the
results and neglect the number of repetitions entirely, the relations
of the figures for sight and blind methods is not thereby changed,
although the values of the figures alter somewhat.

The total score for the sight method, not taking the number of
exposures into account, is 130, and the total for the blind method,
under the same conditions, is 120. The average in the first case is
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6.5, and in the second case 6. The difference between the two
methods is not so great as when the number of exposures is included
in the score, but in both cases the score for reproducing the figures
without sight is lower, that is, is better than when sight is used.
That is to say, the scoring methods used show, beyond doubt, a some-
what marked difference between the accuracy of reproductions made with
vision and those made without vision, in favor of the latter.

Furthermore, the opinions of the subjects, recorded at the time
of the experiment, largely agree that, on the whole, it is easier to
record the remembered figures without vision than with vision.
This agreement was recorded in spite of the fact that many of the
subjects were sure that the records made without vision were far less
accurate than those made with vision, although the final results did
not bear out this conclusion at all.

Thirteen subjects agree that the method of reproducing without
sight is easier than with sight, and a small minority of them feel that
it is the more accurate method. Sometimes subjects would try to
explain the greater ease of one method, usually the blind method, by
saying that one set of figures was easier than another. But it is in-
teresting to note that in just one half of the cases where this state-
ment was made one set was found to be harder, and in the other half
of the cases it was the other set which was found to be more difficult.
Evidently it was not the figures which were difficult, but the method
of reproduction.

Seven subjects found that reproducing the figure with vision
was easier than without. Several of these subjects referred particu-
larly to a difficulty of getting the proportions of the figure correct
when they could not see what they were drawing. It is probably
true that it is easier to get proportions correct by the sight method
than by the blind method.

But of the seven subjects who felt that the easier method was the
sight method, two essentially modified their statements, if they did not
actually contradict them, as follows: One said, "The sight method
is easier than the blind method, because it is easier to visualize when
you can see where the hand is going." But during the course of the
experiment he had been heard to say in slight exasperation, while
working according to the blind method, "Pshaw, I looked under-
neath it (i. e., the screen) and lost it."

Another subject summarizes the situation by saying: " I t is easier
to see what one is doing, one gets an idea of where one has gone.
But in the blind method I did it quicker, and drawing with sight the
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distraction caused the image to be lost." It is significant that "dis-
traction" should be the word used to describe the effect of seeing the
figure he is reproducing while the reproducing is in progress.

In its results the experiment seemed to indicate that in reproduc-
ing such cursive forms as I used, to see what one is doing is a hin-
drance, rather than a help. This conclusion is established in several
ways. Scoring the results in terms of their accuracy shows an
undoubted greater accuracy in the cases of the reproductions made
without sight. This would be true with any fair scoring method,
I think, but it becomes extremely evident if the number of exposures
of the figures used as models be taken into account as well as the
accuracy of reproduction. Further, the large majority of the
subjects, after working with both methods, definitely prefer the
method without sight.

The observations here reported are part of a more extensive study
being made in the Oberlin laboratory of the comparative ease and
accuracy of learning cursive forms by visual and by kinaesthetic
perception. This experiment, still in progress, seems to show that
ease and accuracy of learning stand in nearly direct ratio to the
amount of movement which is involved in the learning process.
This may mean that kinaesthetic imagery has peculiar advantages as
regards retention over visual or other imagery, at least for many
people.

If this should prove true, it is further true in all probability that
the distracting effect of observing the result of one's effort while
trying to reproduce a figure recently seen is due to the substitution
of visual for kinaesthetic guidance.
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